bwin launches new SkillGame Maxi Yatzy
Vienna, December 10, 2009 – bwin has today launched a brand-new SkillGame
called Maxi Yatzy. The game is an advanced version of the existing game Yatzy, which
now offers six dice as a key feature as well as several other new elements.
“Yatzy is already one of the most popular SkillGames on our site and we are therefore
very pleased to introduce the new edition, Maxi Yatzy, to our users. At bwin, we are
dedicated to continuously developing and expanding our games portfolio and offering
our users the most thrilling games platform possible”, says XXXX.
The main aim of Maxi Yatzy, as in its preceding edition Yatzy, is to score as many
points as possible within the twenty different categories on the score pad. Now though,
the user can choose from six dice instead of five, as in the classic version. In every
round, the player has one starting roll with all six dice and two optional rolls. After any
roll, the player is allowed to put their score onto the score pad. Once the player has
entered the score, a new round begins and any remaining rolls are carried over to the
next round. The time limit for the game is six minutes. The game is played over twenty
rounds, one for each score category. The final score from the score pad, multiplied by
100, plus the remaining time bonus, makes up the overall final score.
Maxi Yatzy is now available at https://games.bwin.com/skillGames.aspx

About bwin
The bwin Group has over 20 million registered customers in more than 25 core markets
and operates a number of platforms offering sports betting, poker, casino games,
fortune and skill games as well as audio and video streams of top sporting events such
as the German football Bundesliga. The parent company bwin Interactive
Entertainment AG ("bwin") is listed in the blue chip ATX index on the Vienna Stock
Exchange and provides its subsidiaries and associated companies with various services
such as software development, marketing, communication, human resources and
finance. The operational business of the bwin Group is conducted by subsidiaries and
associated companies based on licenses (e.g. in Germany, Italy or Gibraltar). Further
information about the Company can be found on its investor relations website at
www.bwin.org. (ID code BWIN, Reuters ID code BWIN.VI)
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